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share of consumers’ TV
time
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For more insights and key statistics on the biggest trends in today’s most disruptive

industries, subscribe to our Chart of the Day newsletter.

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/cotd?IR=T&itm_source=insiderintelligence&itm_medium=inline_cotd&itm_content=chart-of-the-day-newsletter
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Key stat: Over one-third (37.7%) of US consumers’ time spent with TV is with streaming

services, per Nielsen. Cable is not far behind, with a 30.6% share of consumers’ TV time.

Beyond the chart:

Use this chart:

More like this:

Though streaming earns the largest share of consumers’ attention, when you break it down by

platform, time spent is quite fragmented.

YouTube (8.8%) just barely edges out Netflix (8.2%) when it comes to share, but not in terms

of daily time spent on the platform. In fact, Netflix viewers will spend 11 more minutes a day

on Netflix than YouTube viewers will spend on YouTube this year, according to our forecast.

Understand where consumers are spending their time watching TV.

Allocate TV ad spend.

Advocate for diversity in TV ad spend.

Streaming hours on The Roku Channel increased more than 50% in Q2

https://forecasts-na1.emarketer.com/5919f981aeb8830e3829eb77/5dddbe894ee1ba0cdcca4ccc
https://forecasts-na1.emarketer.com/59148665aeb8830e3829e6a0/5dddbfdb92be120824189cdb
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More Chart of the Day:

Note: Starting Feb 2023, viewing that occurs through MVPD and vMVPD

(virtual/multichannel video programming distributor) streaming apps (e.g., YouTube TV, Hulu

Live, DirecTV, Charter/Spectrum), which primarily deliver live broadcast and cable

programming, are no longer under the streaming category. Viewing to broadcast and cable

content has always been reflected in the corresponding broadcast or cable category,

including viewing that occurs via MVPD/vMVPD apps. Since May 2023, content streamed via

a cable set-top box that is identified as a "streaming original" is credited to the appropriate

streaming service, and by extension, the overall streaming category and is no longer in the

"other" category.

Among active users, Netflix takes the platform crown, but ad-friendly TikTok, Hulu, and

YouTube have better outlooks

Netflix adds 5.9 million subscribers in Q2 thanks to password-sharing changes

How Netflix, Roku, and NBCUniversal are getting into commerce

7/28 - Price is key for D2C

7/27 - Ad channel choices

7/26 - CTV’s $15B boost

7/25 - Retail top 10

7/24 - Peak TV

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/us-marketers-favor-social-media-tv-ad-spend
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/us-ctv-ad-spend-growth-slows-remains-strong
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/walmart-amazon-lead-top-10-us-retailers-sales
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/waning-tv-ad-spend-gets-little-help-olympics-presidential-election

